### Grade 6 Homework – Term 3: Week 1
Due Fri 17/7 - corrected in class Mon 20/7
Reminder: Science Unit Begins in Week 2! Read Mr Smith’s blog post on 6S site & bring in items!

### TASK 1: SPELLING
You need to fix my writing. Rewrite correctly in your homework book without any mistakes. Highlight or underline the ‘spots/places’ where you corrected the error. Show correct letter formation.

Do’n’t worrie if you can’t rememember sumthing on the first tri. That’s were practice comes in. There are also tricks callid mnemonic (say: new-mah-nik) devices that can help you remember stuph when you’re tring to memorize a list of things, make up a frase that uses the first letter of each. For example, r u trying two learn the eighte planets and there order from the sun? Think: My Very Excellent Mother Just Served Us Nachos to remember Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. Your teacher can give you idears, to. Anuther waie to break it up is to study regulaly insted of just the knight before. You can always review your notes and reed over the chaptrs you're working on. Or, if your studying math or science, do some practice problems.

How much studying shood you do each nite? Your teacher can help you figure it out. Most brains cane only pay atenttion for about fortie phive minutes. So if you’ve been working for awhile and find it hard two pay attention, tri taking a break for sum water or a walke around the house. Just fight the tenmptation to turn on the TV or stop working!

### TASK 2: MATHS - READING ANALOGUE TIME & COMPLETING PROBLEMS
Complete the time problems attached to this week’s homework

### TASK 3: MATHLETICS
Students will be assigned 3 tasks in class throughout this week in the ‘Operations With Measurement’ section. They are,
1. HOURS AND MINUTES
2. TIME MENTALS
3. TIMETAKEN

Although all concepts have not been revised at this stage. You may want to browse and trial the activities to get your mind in the zone for your fortnight’s maths learning. Your teacher will be monitoring your results via their grade account. You may wait for class or get a head start now! Regardless, the 3 assigned activities are to be completed on your iPad by Monday 27th July (when we correct week 2 homework).

### TASK 4: WRITING BIOGRAPHIES
This week you will have selected a scientist to research for your biography. Your task this week is to collect some information at home to assist your writing task in class. Remember to bring all information into class to fill in your writing proforma.
Draw hands on each clock for the time given below:

1) Time: 8:05
2) Time: 10:15
3) Time: 1:10
4) Time: 7:25
5) Time: 5:50
6) Time: 12:15
7) Time: 11:30
8) Time: 3:40
9) Time: 9:55
1. Tony rode his bike for 267 min. How many hours and minutes is this?
   - 4hr 17min
   - 4hr 37min
   - 4hr 27min
   - 4hr 47min

2. How many minutes is four and a quarter hours?
   - 5 minutes in four and a quarter hours.

3. Departed
   Arrived

   How long did the journey take?
   - 90 min
   - 100 min
   - 95 min
   - 105 min

4. Which 24 hr digital clock is showing 8:27pm?
   - 8:27
   - 19:27
   - 18:27
   - 20:27

5. born
   Tim’s Life
   1983
   started
   H.S.
   2003

   In what year did Tim start High School?
   - 1995
   - 1993
   - 1997
   - 1994

6. At what time does the second train reach Dickson?
   - 3:08am
   - 5:08am
   - 3:08pm
   - 5:08pm

7. How long does it take to travel from Levarch to Peterson?
   - 4hr 53min
   - 3hr 53min
   - 4hr 43min
   - 4hr 33min

8. Andy beat Carolyn by 2.45sec.
   Andy’s time was 52.13sec. What was Carolyn’s time?
   - 48.28sec
   - 54.48sec
   - 48.58sec
   - 54.58sec

9. Danny was born on June 7th 1945.
   When will he turn 60?
   (Type the year in the box.)
   June 7th
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